RACE

TODD RHODES ORK

Red Boy at the Mardi

Ger

This is a slow blues

while talking to and

a deep mood with a

interaction of roles against a

Andrea

This is likely false item

a gorgeous look and an

infamous part of

. Miendo in part of the

Corps de Garde" Clock.

IVORY JOE HUNTER

Waiting in Van

Round up your good

job with a not too

impressive ballad.

That's the Cal for Me

This is a rhythm song

of considerable merit and it's

tactfully handled by Hunter and an ork.

Good fast edited tune in the pop field with not too

much trouble.

T. J. FOWLER ORK

Waiting in Van

This is a well performed, driving

not very

inspiring except for the sentimental flip.

ALBERT AMMONS & HIS RHYTHM KINGS

(Round Tunes 849)

Roses of Picardy

The old master sounds

genuinely at ease, as usual. His

rhythm is in excel lent

form, while the

left hand bass and line

rock. Good background.

Why Yer-Lang

Aesthetic and

rhythmic feeling makes a

tune vocal here.

SAM TAYLOR ORK

(Robby 601)

Rinky-Dinks

Gentle and

cool breeze

a super on a

candy,raped

roll. Side over.

and should get her

attention.

Pryor Boogie

Ruffled Astral

instrumental:

boogie swing, with

drum line, and

some slide.

THE JUBILAIRES

(singing 291)

Jean

Nice ballad in pretty-

and group sings it well, but

it's not too exciting in the

character or distinction.

Get Happy

Underscoring rhythm

still.

"SABBY" LEWIS ORK

(Round Tunes 830)

Clark's Idea

Blanket tenor sax is

great exciting chorus in

a medium tempo jumper, with

the hand pushing and

building all the way.

Lil' John Blues

Al Morgan sings a
dump ballad, which is

a mildly smil ing

lyric.

FOLK

CLYDE MOODY

Singing 101

Blue Mexico Skies

a dull Western side.

Over the Hill

Comprehensive outdoor

bandleader has more

emotional appeal.

Money worries it well.

ARTIST

TUNES

LABEL AND NO.

COMMENT

FOLK

REDD STEWART & HIS KENTUCKY COLONELS

(King 198)

Perhaps It Is Better This Way

80-82-80-80

Relaxing waltz tune is

made considerable

differ from other.

Alone

Alone's rendition

is superior to the

material here.

IVORY JOE HUNTER

Waiting in Van

Round up your good

job with a not too

impressive ballad.

That's the Cal for Me

This is a rhythm song

of considerable merit and it's

tactfully handled by Hunter and an ork.

Good fast edited tune in the pop field with not too

much trouble.

T. J. FOWLER ORK

Waiting in Van

This is a well performed, driving

not very

inspiring except for the sentimental flip.

ALBERT AMMONS & HIS RHYTHM KINGS

(Round Tunes 849)

Roses of Picardy

The old master sounds

genuinely at ease, as usual. His

rhythm is in excel lent

form, while the

left hand bass and line

rock. Good background.

Why Yer-Lang

Aesthetic and

rhythmic feeling makes a

tune vocal here.

SAM TAYLOR ORK

(Robby 601)

Rinky-Dinks

Gentle and

cool breeze

a super on a

candy,raped

roll. Side over.

and should get her

attention.

Pryor Boogie

Ruffled Astral

instrumental:

boogie swing, with

drum line, and

some slide.

THE JUBILAIRES

(singing 291)

Jean

Nice ballad in pretty-

and group sings it well, but

it's not too exciting in the

character or distinction.

Get Happy

Underscoring rhythm

still.

"SABBY" LEWIS ORK

(Round Tunes 830)

Clark's Idea

Blanket tenor sax is

great exciting chorus in

a medium tempo jumper, with

the hand pushing and

building all the way.

Lil' John Blues

Al Morgan sings a
dump ballad, which is

a mildly smil ing

lyric.

FOLK

CLYDE MOODY

Singing 101

Blue Mexico Skies

a dull Western side.

Over the Hill

Comprehensive outdoor

bandleader has more

emotional appeal.

Money worries it well.